Adaptive developmental plasticity: what is it, how can we recognize it and when can it evolve?
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Developmental plasticity describes situations where a specific input during an individual's development produces a lasting alteration in phenotype. Some instances of developmental plasticity may be adaptive, meaning that the tendency to produce the phenotype conditional on having experienced the developmental input has been under positive selection. We discuss the necessary assumptions and predictions of hypotheses concerning adaptive developmental plasticity (ADP) and develop guidelines for how to test empirically whether a particular example is adaptive. Central to our analysis is the distinction between two kinds of ADP: informational, where the developmental input provides information about the future environment, and somatic state-based, where the developmental input enduringly alters some aspect of the individual's somatic state. Both types are likely to exist in nature, but evolve under different conditions. In all cases of ADP, the expected fitness of individuals who experience the input and develop the phenotype should be higher than that of those who experience the input and do not develop the phenotype, while the expected fitness of those who do not experience the input and do not develop the phenotype should be higher than those who do not experience the input and do develop the phenotype. We describe ancillary predictions that are specific to just one of the two types of ADP and thus distinguish between them.

1. Introduction

Field fall crickets whose gravid mothers were exposed to a wolf spider show a heightened immobility response to spider cues, and survive better in an environment containing predatory spiders than crickets whose mothers were not exposed to spider cues [1]. Bulb mites that had rich diets as juveniles develop an aggressive ‘fighter’ adult phenotype, whereas those that had poorer nutrition as juveniles become non-aggressive ‘scramblers’ [2]. Starlings that were disadvantaged in competition in the nest go on to fly less well as adults [3], and women who were separated from their parents before the age of seven show worse health in their forties [4].

These are all examples of developmental plasticity: the capacity of the same genotype to produce different phenotypic outcomes depending upon inputs during development [5]. For the crickets responding to spiders and the bulb mites developing the aggressive phenotype, the plasticity may plausibly be adaptive. That is, it may be advantageous in fitness terms for individuals to show those particular phenotypic traits given those particular developmental histories. On the other hand, for impaired starling flight following developmental disadvantage, or poorer human health following parental separation, there is no evidence of any advantage to the phenotypic outcome. It is, presumably, always disadvantageous to fly less well or experience poorer health. The plasticity therefore appears deleterious: the adult phenotype simply represents the cost of getting a bad start in life.

The four cases of developmental plasticity discussed above seem easy to classify. However, there is often debate about whether a given case of plasticity is adaptive or not. The apparent increase in children’s symptoms of attention...
deficit hyperactivity disorder following exposure to maternal stress [6] could represent damage (stress makes brains work less well), or it could represent a shift in behavioural phenotype that was advantageous in ancestral environments [7]. Similarly, poor fetal growth in humans has a range of effects on adult phenotype, some of which have been argued to be adaptive and some of which appear entirely detrimental [8]. Successfully resolving debates about the boundaries of adaptation requires conceptual clarity: what are the necessary entailments and minimal empirical predictions that follow from the claim that an instance of plasticity is adaptive? [9]. These are questions we will address in this review.

A further complexity is that, as we will outline below, there are two different classes of hypothesis for why developmental plasticity could be adaptive. We will call these informational and somatic state-based. Each class relies on different assumptions about what relationships have held over evolutionary time, and also makes different predictions about the relative fitness of different classes of individuals. When researchers suggest adaptive hypotheses about developmental plasticity in particular systems, they are not always explicit about which type of explanation they envisage; indeed, the two classes of hypothesis do not have universally established names.

Our aim in this article is to provide a conceptual review of what adaptive developmental plasticity (henceforth ADP) is, when it can evolve and how its signature might be detected empirically. We are concerned here exclusively with the ultimate level of analysis; we do not discuss the proximate mechanisms by which developmental plasticity might be delivered. We also do not explicitly consider when selection will favour ADP over alternative phenotype-varying mechanisms such as bet-hedging or adult plasticity (on this question, see [10]). In §2, we consider terminology, defining ADP and relating it to other terms in the literature. In §3, we describe the two classes of adaptive hypothesis for developmental plasticity. This leads to a discussion of the differences in their assumptions and claims, and hence when each might be applicable (§4). We then turn to the empirical predictions of the two classes of hypothesis, and how they could be tested (§5). In §6, we revisit the distinction between adaptive and deleterious developmental plasticity, leading us to consider what we term semi-adaptive explanations.

2. Terminology
All putative cases of ADP involve a developmental input \(I\), and a later phenotype \(P\). We assume that both the input and the phenotype can take two discrete states (\(I\) and \(\neg I\) (not \(I\)), \(P\) and \(\neg P\)); for example, nutrition either good or poor, adult phenotype either aggressive or non-aggressive. Our framework generalizes easily to cases where input and phenotype can adopt more than two discrete states or are continuous, but we restrict ourselves to the dichotomous case for ease of discussion. Informational hypotheses involve a third variable, the adult environment, which may not be the same as the developmental environment; again we define two possibilities, \(E\) and \(\neg E\). Somatic state-based hypotheses invoke a different third variable, the individual’s somatic state (defined below) in adulthood. We denote the possible somatic states of the individual \(S\) and \(\neg S\). We denote probabilities with \(p\) and expected fitness with \(w\). These are defined over evolutionary time.

We distinguish developmental plasticity from other types of plasticity by stipulating that in developmental plasticity, responsiveness to \(I\) must occur during the period of the organism’s initial growth, and \(P\) must persist into later life-stages (this is similar to Snell-Rood’s [11] distinction between developmental and activational plasticity). In many cases, \(I\) is experienced directly by the individual developing \(P\). In other cases, \(I\) is transduced by the parent, for example, through changes to the in utero or in ovo milieu. These latter cases represent maternal/paternal [12] or transgenerational [13] effects. Such cases would still qualify as (potentially adaptive) developmental plasticity in our terms.

Various terms are used in the literature on developmental plasticity, including predictive adaptive response (PAR), hormesis and stress inoculation, PAR has been used primarily in the human literature to describe (ex hypothesis) adaptive alterations in metabolism and life-history parameters following restricted nutrition in utero [14]. PARs so defined are instances of ADP. However, the PAR literature invokes adaptive hypotheses specifically of the informational type (as defined in §3) rather than the somatic state-based type. Thus, although all cases of PAR qualify as ADP, not all phenomena that qualify as ADP are PARs. Hormesis refers to improvements in the ability of organisms to cope with some challenge if, earlier in their development, they have experienced that challenge in small doses [15]. Stress inoculation [16] is a related concept. Hormesis and stress inoculation qualify as ADP, but, again, not all ADP is encompassed by these terms.

3. Different hypotheses for adaptive developmental plasticity
(a) Informational hypotheses
Informational ADP hypotheses make claims about the inter-relationships of three entities, the developmental input \(I\), the adult environment \(E\) and the adult phenotype \(P\), over evolutionary time. \(P\) is a phenotype adapted to \(E\). Exposure to \(I\) is hypothesized to carry information about the likelihood of experiencing \(E\) in the future. \(I\) and \(E\) are not the same thing; \(I\) is often referred to as the cue, token or inducing stimulus [17]. \(I\) acts in effect as a ‘weather forecast’ of the future environment [18]. The logic of informational hypotheses is set out in figure 1a. The developing individual detects that it is experiencing \(I\); \(I\) has over evolutionary time predicted the subsequent adult experience of \(E\), and \(P\) is a better phenotype to have in \(E\) than \(\neg P\) is. Thus, the adaptive part of informational ADP is that, by developing \(P\) in response to experiencing \(I\), the individual ends up with an improved probability of having a suitable phenotype for its adult environment.

Examples of cases for which such informational explanations are well supported include that of field fall crickets described at the beginning of this article [1], and the induction of defensive body structures through exposure to predator kairomones in Daphnia spp. [19–21]. It is plausible in these cases that the cues \(I\) have a purely informational role. For example, the kairomones detected by juvenile Daphnia have no nutritional value and are not toxic. Thus, there is no evidence that they affect individuals other than by serving as
input to an evolved predator-defence-triggering adaptation. An alternative way of stating this is that it is easy to imagine a single loss-of-function mutation that completely abolishes the responsiveness of developing *Daphnia* to predator kairomones and leaves the individuals otherwise unaffected.

More formally, the assumptions of informational hypotheses are that, over evolutionary time:

- **Assumption (I1)** states that the developmental input \( I \) must carry information about \( E \). Assumption (I2) states that the fitness of individuals with phenotype \( P \) must be higher than those without it in adult environment \( E \), but lower than those without it in adult environment \( \neg E \). Both lemmas of (I2) are necessary. If the first were true but not the second, we should expect the fixation of \( P \) rather than any plasticity, and if the second were true but not the first, we should expect the fixation of \( \neg P \). It is thus a necessary claim of informational models that the expected fitnesses of the two phenotype classes crossover depending upon the adult environment. Finally, (I3) simply follows from (I1) and (I2): if the optimal phenotype is reversed between environments \( E \) and \( \neg E \), then as long as developmental input \( I \) predicts \( E \) strongly enough, then the phenotype with the highest expected fitness following \( I \) will be \( P \), and following \( \neg I \) will be \( \neg P \).

**Somatic state-based hypotheses**

The logic of somatic state-based ADP hypotheses is laid out in figure 1b. In such hypotheses, \( I \) is an input that has a general effect on the developing individual, such that some somatic state variable \( S \) is enduringly altered. By somatic state variable, we mean a parameter with broad fitness implications such as size, muscular strength, organ capacity or extent of DNA damage. In the example of the bulb mite [2], \( I \) is the food available and \( S \) is size; the less good the food is, the smaller the size the mite can grow to. Importantly, the influence of \( I \) on \( S \) cannot be merely transient: a small mite will remain small through adulthood. The other component of somatic state-based models is a phenotypic trait \( P \) that is potentially independent of \( S \). \( P \) in the bulb mite case is aggression. It would be possible for a small individual to be aggressive, or a large one non-aggressive, so \( S \) and \( P \) are potentially independent. However, what has evolved is a mechanism linking the two together: the switching rule ‘if you find yourself large, become aggressive; if you find yourself small, become non-aggressive’. For this rule to be adaptive, the optimal phenotype must be dependent on somatic state. That is, expected fitness for a large mite must be higher if it becomes aggressive than if it does not, while for a small mite, the opposite must be true.

Formally, then, the following are the assumptions of somatic state-based models:

- **Assumption (S1)** states that the developmental input \( I \) must be related to adult state variable \( S \), such that individuals experiencing \( I \) during development are more likely to end up with \( S \) than those who do not experience \( I \). Assumption (S2) specifies a fitness crossover, and formally states the requirement that the optimal phenotype must be state-dependent. Expected fitness must be higher by developing \( P \) than \( \neg P \) if your state is \( S \), but the opposite must be true if your state is \( \neg S \). Finally, (S3) is entailed by the first two assumptions. Since \( I \) is related to \( S \), and \( S \) means that it is advantageous to develop \( P \), then on average, fitness will be higher for individuals who experience \( I \) and
develop \( P \) than for those who experience \( I \) and do not, and, symmetrically, higher for those who experience \( -I \) and develop \( -P \) than for those who experience \( -I \) and develop \( P \).

4. Comparing informational and somatic state-based hypotheses

From the discussion above, it should be clear that there are considerable similarities between informational and somatic state-based models, but also some key differences. Both types of hypothesis require the same crossover pattern in the expected fitness of the different possible phenotypes given the possible developmental inputs ((I3) and (S3), respectively). This is because (I3) and (S3) are just the definition of adaptiveness restated: in adaptive evolution, the trait, which in this case is the development of the phenotype \( P \) conditional on experiencing developmental input \( I \), must be positively associated with expected fitness [23]. Although obvious, this is important enough to constitute the unifying principle of ADP: ‘in cases of ADP, individuals who experience the developmental input and develop the phenotype must have higher expected fitness than those who experience the developmental input and do not develop the phenotype; whilst individuals who do not experience the developmental input and do not develop the phenotype must have higher expected fitness than those who do not experience the developmental input but do develop the phenotype’. This principle holds as long as the environments in which fitness is measured are representative of those in which selection has acted over evolutionary time. Where the unifying principle is met, there is selection for developmental plasticity; this is a necessary but not sufficient condition for its evolution. Whether plasticity results will depend on the evolvability and costs of proximate mechanisms to deliver it [24].

The unifying principle provides a clear way to distinguish ADP from non-adaptive (i.e. deleterious or neutral) plasticity. If the pattern described by the unifying principle is not present for a particular \( I-P \) pairing, then the plasticity is not adaptive. For example, if there were a class of starlings that could experience disadvantage in the nest (\( I \)) but still fly just as vigorously as their peers (\( -P \)), those starlings would have a fitness advantage over the starlings that actually exist (i.e. \( w(P|I) \geq w(\neg P|\neg I) \)). Since this violates the unifying principle, the plasticity in this case is not adaptive. Bateson et al. [25] suggest that where plasticity exists, it is mostly beneficial, presumably because natural selection would be expected to eliminate deleterious forms of plasticity. However, certain patterns of early-life input may drive development against immutable mechanistic or energetic constraints, meaning that, for example, starlings which experience early adversity and yet fly as vigorously as their peers are simply not biologically achievable. Thus, deleterious plasticity may well be widespread, and adaptiveness needs to be demonstrated rather than assumed.

While informational and somatic state-based ADP hypotheses concur in predicting the pattern described by the unifying principle, the reasons that pattern comes about are different in the two cases. In each case, there is an association between \( I \) and something that comes later (assumptions (I1) and (S1)), and a fitness crossover (assumptions (I2) and (S2)), but they are not the same associations and crossovers. In informational models, the association is between \( I \) and the adult environment \( E \) and its nature is statistical: over evolutionary time, \( I \) has served as a cue that \( E \) is likely to follow. Thus, a plausibility test for informational hypotheses in particular cases is consideration of cue validity. In the organism’s natural environment, does the proposed developmental input \( I \) statistically predict \( E \) with sufficient fidelity? This is something that can be tested in systems where long-term, individual-based ecological datasets are available [26].

The likelihood that the cue reliability of \( I \) is high enough for ADP to evolve via the informational route will depend on a number of factors. First, informational hypotheses are most convincing when there is a tight linkage between the proposed \( I \) and \( E \). For example, kairomones produced by aquatic predators of \( Daphnia \) have no natural source other than those predators, nor can the predators be present and not produce them [27]. By contrast, some ADP claims rely on hypothesized relationships that are likely to be much less strong, such as parental behaviour towards the child being a cue of the prevailing extrinsic mortality rate [28–30]. While parents might on average behave differently in environments of high than low danger [31], there will be other sources of variation in parental behaviour, so the claim that the relationship between \( I \) and \( E \) could be strong enough for natural selection to build adaptations on is problematic [32].

A second factor that might affect the evolvability of informational ADP is the length of the lifetime relative to speed of environmental change. Informational ADP hypotheses are most straightforward to make in cases where the organism is short-lived, or where the phenotype \( P \) is visible to selection soon after \( I \) is received. Where the organism is long-lived and there is considerable delay between the experience of \( I \) and the fitness advantage of \( P \), within-lifetime environmental change can undermine the informational value of \( I \) [33–35]. For example, even a modest amount of year-to-year variation is sufficient to destroy the informational content of birth-year conditions for predicting adulthood conditions in humans [33,35]. Thus, information ADP claims for long-lived organisms entail assumptions about the temporal structure of environments \( E \) over evolutionary time. Such assumptions need to be tested, or, where that is not possible, a plausibility case made, for each case.

Under somatic state-based hypotheses, the relationship between \( I \) and \( S \) is causal: \( I \) has a lasting effect on \( S \), which in turn determines the relative fitness of \( P \) and \( -P \). Thus, somatic state-based hypotheses need make no assumptions about the temporal stability of the external environment through the individual’s life (indeed, they do not invoke the adult environment as an explanatory construct at all). For these hypotheses, it is not particularly useful to conceptualize \( I \) as being a cue or providing information. The relationship of \( I \) to \( S \) is that of cause to consequence, and it would be an unusual usage of the term information to describe events as conveying information about their consequences. Thus, issues of cue reliability do not arise.

In the view of the above, somatic state-based models are most plausible where \( I \) is something that has unavoidable general consequences for development. Another way of stating this is that mutation cannot readily produce an alternate type of individual that is developmentally unaffected by \( I \). It is hard to imagine a mutant mammal whose growth was unaffected by the amount of food available, given that growing tissues requires calories. However, like informational models, somatic state-based models rely on assumptions that are seldom tested in practice. In particular, somatic
state-based hypotheses claim that since I causes S, the organism’s optimal strategy is to adopt P as a best response. It is seldom explained why the individual would not do better to invest its energy instead in changing S in adulthood. For example, rather than becoming non-aggressive adults, bulb mites could evolve a second growth period that they enter only if small after the first. If the payoffs for being large and aggressive are large enough, this would seem an equally plausible adaptive strategy as the one actually observed.

To take another example, Bateson et al. [36] showed that starlings which experienced greater telomere attrition during development were more impulsive as adults. Telomere attrition is a marker of cellular ageing and is accelerated by developmental stress. Birds that experience greater attrition are likely to live less long as adults [37]. Thus, Bateson et al. argue, birds finding themselves with greater attrition have an adaptive payoff from adopting an impulsive, ‘live for the short-term’ behavioural strategy appropriate to their poor survival prospects. However, it is not clear why a better strategy would not be to repair their telomeres. Such repair is mechanistically possible, at least in principle.

When faced with difficulties such as these, somatic state-based hypotheses have to invoke some kind of constraint. It may be more difficult to evolve a completely changed pattern of growth than it is to evolve an alternate aggression morph. It may be that cellular repair of the kind required in the starling case is un-economic or impossible in an adult individual, so birds do better by shifting their behaviour. Indeed, behavioural phenotypes may be particularly amenable to somatic state-based ADP explanations, since conditionally shifting the ‘software’ of behavioural strategy may be generally easier to achieve than overhauling the ‘hardware’ of morphotype or physiology. While these kinds of constraints may exist, they are hard to demonstrate empirically. Moreover, as with constraints-based explanations in evolution more generally, they feel intellectually unsatisfactory, since they are somewhat ad hoc. At the very least, advocates of somatic state-based hypotheses need to explain why the effect of I on S cannot be undone in adulthood, but instead has to be mitigated by developing P.

To summarize, the principal differences between information- and somatic state-based hypotheses concern their first and second assumptions (as listed in §3). Informational hypotheses need to justify their assumption that over evolutionary time, I carried information about E reliably enough for plasticity to evolve. Somatic state-based hypotheses need to justify their assumption that over evolutionary time, I caused variation in S that could not be avoided or reversed in adulthood. In both cases, assumptions will depend on the biology and evolutionary history of the organism involved.

5. Empirical tests of adaptive developmental plasticity

We are now in a position to examine how ADP hypotheses can be tested. This can be decomposed into two sub-questions; first, how to test whether the plasticity is adaptive, and second, how to test whether the plasticity is best thought of in informational or state-based terms. We will assume that we are dealing with systems where some measure of, or proxy for, fitness is available. For the first sub-question, the unifying principle makes the criteria clear: amongst those experiencing I, those who develop P should have higher average fitness than those who develop ~P, while among those who experience ~I, those who develop ~P should have higher average fitness than those who develop P (figure 2). This crossover pattern should exist for ADP of any type. Note that average fitness does not need to be the same across individuals who experience I and those who experience ~I; whether ADP is informational or somatic state-based, this is unlikely to be the case. This is not important for the evolutionary stability of ADP, since selection is hypothesized to be acting on the conditional development of P|I, not on the probability of experiencing I, which is assumed to be extrinsic.

The basic test of whether plasticity is adaptive, then, involves measuring the fitness of four classes of individuals: those who experience the input and develop the phenotype, those who do not experience the input and do not develop the phenotype, those who experience the input but do not develop the phenotype, and those who do not experience the input but do develop the phenotype. A potential difficulty is that if the conditional adaptation ‘if I, develop P’ has gone to fixation, then individuals of the last two classes are likely to be rare or non-existent. However, variation in evolved traits can usually be found: even at equilibrium, it will persist at some level through mutation and stochastic developmental variation. For example, in bulb mites, a rich diet during development produces 75% fighters and 25% scramblers, while a poor diet produces 10% fighters and 90% scramblers [2]. In induction experiments with Daphnia, the presence of predator cues raises the frequency of defended morphs to only around 80%, and moreover there is genetic variation in cue responsiveness [20]. Thus, the required variation should be identifiable.
A number of recent empirical studies have attempted to establish whether there is a fitness crossover [26,38–42]. However, the fitness crossover sought was not the one shown in figure 2. The crossover they investigated compared \( w(E|I) \) with \( w(-E|I) \) and \( w(-E|-I) \) with \( w(E|-I) \). This relates to the prediction that individuals for whom the adult environment is congruent with early experience should be advantaged relative to those for whom the adult environment is incongruent. There are a number of points to be made about this ‘mismatch’ crossover prediction. First, it is a prediction made only by informational ADP hypotheses. It arose particularly in discussion of the PAR concept, which is an informational hypothesis. Thus, although the presence of the ‘mismatch’ crossover is suggestive of ADP, its absence is not evidence against ADP. If the ADP is somatic state-based, there is no reason to expect a fitness crossover based on congruence of adult and developmental environment. Second, even under informational ADP hypotheses, the ‘mismatch’ crossover prediction only applies to individuals that developed the phenotype \( P \). A strong test of the mismatch crossover prediction should thus measure the phenotypic trait \( P \), and show that any crossover was detectable only in the subset of individuals showing it. Empirical studies have not typically done this. Indeed, the empirical tests cited above do not even specify what the putatively adaptive phenotype is. This may reflect an assumption that if the plasticity has evolved, the phenotypic response to \( I \) will be at fixation, and so it can simply be assumed that all individuals who experienced \( I \) will develop \( P \). However, as already mentioned, there will always be variation in the conditional expression of the phenotype. It would thus be better for the phenotype \( P \) of the adults who experienced \( I \) to be measured independently of \( I \) and \( E \). The presence of \( P \) should moderate the interaction of \( I \) and \( E \) in predicting fitness.

Demonstrating the pattern shown in figure 2 is a necessary step in any empirical test of ADP, but researchers also need to specify what type of ADP hypothesis they are advancing, and justify the relevant assumptions as discussed in §4. Table 1 provides a checklist of the steps necessary to confirm an ADP hypothesis. Four steps are required in all cases; after that, the steps vary according to type of hypothesis proposed. In well-understood cases, many of the steps have been addressed (e.g. in \textit{Daphnia}, [19–21]). Many studies fulfil just one or two of the steps [41,43]. This is still useful, not least because it stimulates further studies that will fill in the gaps.

6. Adaptive and non-adaptive plasticity revisited

So far, we have simplified the possible typology of developmental plasticity into non-adaptive, adaptive (informational) and adaptive (somatic state-based). While this classification is heuristically useful, cases of developmental plasticity typically involve a mixture of adaptive and non-adaptive components. In fact, all ADP hypotheses contain non-adaptive elements. In many somatic state-based hypotheses, the input \( I \) leaves the individual in a poorer state \( S \) than she otherwise would be; she adopts \( P \) because this is her best strategy given \( S \); for this reason, state-based ADP is often characterized as ‘coping’, ‘mitigation’ or ‘making the best of a bad job’ [9,25]. The impact of \( I \) on \( S \), therefore, is deleterious; individuals would have higher fitness if they could manage not to end up with \( S \) despite \( I \). Thus, there is a non-adaptive branch of the hypothesis (\( I \) affects \( S \)), and an adaptive response branch (\( S \) triggers \( P \)). The adaptive branch is assumed to represent the outcome of selection, whereas the non-adaptive branch is assumed to persist because there are some things selection cannot do.

Less obviously, there are non-adaptive or constraint ideas implicit in informational hypotheses too. In these hypotheses, individuals use early experience to gain information about the best phenotype to develop, and commit to this. However, this strategy leaves them at risk of ending up mismatched to the adult environment [18,44]. It is seldom explored whether it is optimal to use early-life experience to commit to a phenotype in this way; it seems obvious that, in general terms, a better strategy would be to remain open to environmental input, and be able to shift phenotype during adult life. There are plenty of mechanisms that enable organisms to do this, associative learning and tanning being two examples. To the extent that informational ADP hypotheses discuss these issues, they invoke some kind of constraint. There are some aspects of phenotype to which an early commitment is necessary simply because of the way that bodies and brains develop (or else there is an unspecified cost to remaining plastic, as assumed by Botero et al. [10]). While this may be correct, it is a non-adaptive explanation; there are some things that selection cannot build. Thus, even informational ADP hypotheses typically invoke adaptation only within an envelope of developmental constraints.

These complexities mean that all cases of developmental plasticity will contain both non-adaptive and adaptive components: the non-adaptive components are the constraints that cannot readily be modified by selection, and the adaptive components are the variable responses available to selection.
It is important to distinguish different types of adaptive explanation for developmental plasticity, specifically informational ADP hypotheses from somatic state-based ones. Although there has been extensive discussion of ADP in recent years, the informational versus somatic state-based distinction is not always clearly presented. Even where it has been, the term adaptive has most often been used in the context of informational effects, with other terms such as mitigation, coping and ‘making the best of a bad job’ attaching to somatic state-based possibilities. However, somatic state-based hypotheses are properly adaptive hypotheses.

Both informational and somatic state-based ADP is likely to exist in nature. However, the selective scenarios under which each can emerge are different. Thus, why, and as well as whether, a case of developmental plasticity turns out to be adaptive will depend on the details of the biology of the organism. It is not a surprise, for example, that the ‘mismatch’ fitness crossover predicted by informational ADP models is not empirically ubiquitous [38,42]. Moreover, it is our impression that somatic state-based hypotheses have been neglected. They have been neglected in general theoretical discussions, which focus heavily on the role of developmental inputs in providing information about the environment [47,48], and less on developmental inputs as determinants of adult somatic state. This is puzzling, because there is a long tradition of theory in behavioural ecology showing that animal decisions should be state-dependent [49–51], to which somatic state-based ADP hypotheses can be connected. The literature on whether perinatal influences on adult phenotype in humans might be adaptive has also focused heavily on informational ideas [14,28,30,44]. The developmental inputs discussed in these contexts, such as early-life nutrition and the level of parental investment, are not only separated from the putatively adaptive response by a long time delay, but are also of the kind likely to have very general impacts on systemic functioning and survival prospects [9,52,53]. Thus, to the extent that ADP explanations are relevant, somatic state-based hypotheses seem to be promising candidates [34–56]. By carefully investigating the assumptions of both informational and state-based hypotheses, and by filling in as many as possible of the steps shown in table 1, it may be possible to adjudicate between the competing possibilities in such cases.
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